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Commission Accelerator  

If you've ever been interested in jumping into affiliate marketing but you found yourself asking a 

million different questions such as: 

 

 WHAT kind of products should I promote? 

 WHERE do I find the best products? 

 HOW do I get paid? 

 

Then this special report is exactly what you've been 

looking for because not only will I show you how to uncover the best, highest paying products in 

affiliate marketing but you'll uncover some of the most powerful time-saving strategies ever 

revealed so that you can jumpstart your affiliate marketing career while shortcutting the entire 

process! 

 

You know for yourself that affiliate marketing is where the real money is. As an affiliate you don't 

ever have to worry about the cost and time involved in product creation, or dealing with 

customer support (Amen!).  As an affiliate, your only job is to drive targeted traffic to hot, high 

converting offers that sell like hotcakes, and then sit back and collect the paycheck at the end of 

each day. 

 

And now is the best time to get started.  You see, years ago affiliate marketing while still 

viable, required a lot more effort than it does today.  

 

With fewer products on the marketplace, a lower number of viable markets, and limited options 

in terms of how you got paid, what type of offers you were able to promote and even how you 

were allowed to promote them, setting up campaigns were often incredibly frustrating and time 

consuming. 
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And at the end of the day, it wasn’t always so rewarding, especially if you weren’t even sure 

how much you earned or when you’d get paid for all of the work involved. 

 

But today, the affiliate marketing arena is entirely different. Not only are you given unlimited 

options in regards to the type of products you promote, but there is an endless supply of high 

quality products in every market imaginable that you can feel proud to promote.   

 

Don’t forget, in affiliate marketing, your name is all that you have and so the last thing you ever 

want to do is promote shoddy offers or questionable products.  Thankfully, with an ever-growing 

marketplace that was created with affiliate marketers in mind – and where the entire community 

is focused on transparency, you will never have to worry about any of that again! 

 

Here is the ultimate affiliate resource available to you today: http://www.JVZoo.com  

 

When JV Zoo popped onto the scene, everything changed almost instantly.  It was quickly 

picked up by thousands of marketer's who were eager to spread the word. They wanted their 

products featured in the marketplace and they wanted their affiliates to sign up to promote their 

offers.  It was a win-win situation. 

 

But what made JV Zoo so incredibly remarkable was it's incredible ease of use.  Within minutes 

you can set up an affiliate account and start browsing through the marketplace of high quality 

products and even if you don't know what markets to focus on, you can join their affiliate 

newsletter and receive tips and suggestions on hot products to consider! 

 

It’s one of the easiest ways to get started in affiliate marketing today.   
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You’ll be able to gain instant access to the newest, freshest and highest quality products online, 

plus you’ll be able to connect directly with merchants and product developers while participating 

in affiliate contests and promotions – all from within one ever-growing community! 

 

To help you get started, we’ve created this special report focusing on the benefits of joining 

JVZoo and more importantly, how you can start making money as a JVZoo affiliate right away.  

 

Best of all, there are absolutely no start-up or upfront costs involved so you’re free to start 

making money without spending it. 

 

Let me show you how! 
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Instant Payday Every Day 

JV Zoo did what few other marketplaces were 

able to do - they found a way to easily connect 

product owners with active affiliates who are 

eager to promote them.  They knew exactly what 

affiliate marketer's AND merchants wanted and 

built their entire platform on the basis of this one, 

all-important component:  Instant Commission 

Payments! 

 

Here's how it works: 

 

1) You create your affiliate account at http://www.JVZoo.com 

2) You connect your Paypal account to your JV Account. 

3) You choose high converting products to promote. 

4) You funnel traffic to these offers. 

5) You get paid instantly! 

 

With JVZoo there is no waiting around for payments. Their entire system runs on automating the 

payment process so that you are paid instantly through Paypal each time you make a sale.   

 

JV Zoo utilizes Paypal's adaptive payment system that allows payments to be split - so that one 

payment goes directly to you and the remaining payment goes to the merchant or vendor. 

 

But it gets even better.  With the old way of handling split payments, the script used to direct a 

customer through the payment process would typically rotate the order button. This was done to 

distribute payments between the sellers and affiliate marketers based on the sellers payout 

offer.   
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So for example, an affiliate generated a sale on a product that offered 50% commissions, the 

first sale would be made directly via Paypal to the vendor and the second sale would go through 

the affiliate's Paypal account.  The problem with this is an obvious one: Refund rates went 

through the roof! 

 

Customers were confused. They didn't understand why they were paying split payments and in 

many cases they would simply assume that they had paid twice by accident or were over-

charged for the payment. Even when affiliates and vendors tried to clarify the system to 

potential customers it only further convoluted the entire process.  In response, customers would 

request refunds even before they had a chance to enjoy the product.  

 

And it got worse.  When a customer requested a refund the vendor would have to check their 

account to confirm that they received it and if not, they had to find the affiliate responsible and 

contact them on the customer's behalf.   

 

Then, the vendor had to trust that the affiliate would promptly refund the customer. Needless to 

say, it was a total logistics nightmare! 

 

But with JVZoo, a single payment is made and split between the affiliate, the vendor and JVZoo 

itself.  And if a customer ever requests a refund, Paypal can automatically deduce the split 

payment amount from all accounts involved. No nonsense, no hassle.  

 

In fact, JVZoo handles all customer support for all buyers acting as the middleman between 

you, the vendors you promote and the customers you recruit. This frees up your time and gives 

you the peace of mind that your reputation is never on the line.  Customers will always be taken 

care of. 

 

Imagine just how more motivated you would be if you knew that you'd get paid TODAY for all of 

your marketing efforts.   
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No worrying about paychecks ending up "lost in the mail" (Ha! Never again!), or merchant's 

ripping you off with lower payment amounts.  Simply choose a hot product from JVZoo's 

marketplace and once approved you can begin generating instant cash right away! 
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Choosing Guaranteed Sellers 

Once you've set up your JVZoo account it's time to 

select the products that you are going to promote. 

For many, this is the hardest part. They just aren't 

sure what kind of products are currently selling, 

what is most likely to convert and whether the 

products are going to continue to sell later on 

should they take the time to set up a pre-sell page 

or create a bonus offer. 

 

The easiest way to uncover hot selling products is to run a quick “search scan” on a handful of 

products you are interested in promoting. Begin by scanning the JVZoo marketplace, create a 

swipe file of potential products (writing down the merchant name and product title, along with 

commission offered), and then run it through Google.com. Look at what others are saying about 

the product, whether there are other affiliates promoting it and if there is a lot of positive 

feedback about the product. 

 

You should do the same thing with vendors and merchants.  It’s important to know who you are 

promoting because it ultimately reflects on you, the affiliate. You never want to direct people to 

questionable products or to merchants who don’t offer prompt customer support so run a quick 

search on everyone you plan to work with, as well as every product you plan to promote. It 

might end up saving you a lot of frustration (and trouble) later on. 

 

One of the great features of JVZoo is that they’ve made it very easy to search for top products 

to promote.   

 

Begin by visiting http://www.JVZoo.com/affiliates/findproducts and enter in keywords relating to 

different niches or markets that you are interested in.  

You can also search and sort the entire “Find products” page based on certain criteria. For 
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example, if you are interested in finding hot new WSO’s (Warrior Special Offers) to promote, 

you can sort products based on those available through the Warrior Forum.  Just select “WSO” 

from the filter drop down box on the product search page! 

 

For those who are interested in promoting products from the marketing, eCommerce and online 

business space, here are a few reputable sellers worth considering: 

 

Jeremy Gislason 

https://www.jvzoo.com/sellers/user/1302 

 

Types of products currently available: 

Traffic generation, SEO, affiliate marketing, PLR, exclusive rights products, business tools & 

software, and much more.   

 

Simon Hodgkinson 

https://www.jvzoo.com/sellers/user/469 

 

Types of products currently available: 

Blogging tools, mobile marketing products, list building products, sales page graphics and much 

more. 

 

Other Merchants: 

https://www.jvzoo.com/sellers/user/2043  

https://www.jvzoo.com/sellers/user/1303  
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Tip: You can subscribe to any merchant page by clicking the "Subscribe" button on their profile.  

When you subscribe to a vendor's page you will receive automated updates whenever a new 

product is available! 

 

Another great feature of JVZoo is that they easily integrate into Warrior Forum offers (WSO's).  

So if you are a current member of the WarriorForum.com you can easily scout out current offers 

from members you know and trust.   

 

The integration is done through their "Automated WSO Failover System" which essentially 

recreates the offer so that the information is available directly on JVZoo.  That also means that 

in the event the Warrior Forum goes down for any period of time, sales will never be affected! 
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Profitable Affiliate Competitions 

One of the easiest ways to make more 

money in affiliate marketing, while building 

a recognized name (so that people begin to 

come to you with additional offers, 

networking opportunities and future 

partnerships) is to join as many affiliate 

challenges and competitions as possible. 

 

Not only will you make more money but also you’ll be able to claim your share of valuable prizes 

and rewards while pushing your name out in front of key players. 

 

One of the easiest ways to stay on top of upcoming launches through JVZoo as well as the 

entire online business arena is to subscribe to http://www.JVNotifyPro.com - a free online 

community that publishes news and information on upcoming product launches. You should 

also join the Warrior Forum at http://www.WarriorForum.com paying special attention to the 

WSO (Warrior Special Offers) section as many products offered through the JVZoo platform are 

first announced there. 

 

Once you’ve uncovered an affiliate competition that you’re interested in, create a file for the offer 

that includes all of the affiliate promotional tools and material available.  

 

This may include graphics, ad copy, email copy, blog posts, articles and more.  These were 

designed to help you build powerful campaigns that will convert, so take advantage of all the 

creative that are made available to you. 
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Next, secure important virtual real estate so that you’re able to swipe traffic from the search 

engines. This would include a Squidoo URL (http://www.Squidoo.com), blogger.com and 

Wordpress.com websites and maybe a keyword-based domain name in the event you plan to 

create full content sites around the products you are promoting. 

 

You can also find affiliate contests directly through JVZoo as well.  Here’s an example of a 

recent competition made available to JVZoo affiliate members: 

 

https://www.jvzoo.com/contest10kaug12 

 

Make sure to stay subscribed to JVZoo’s newsletter so that you’re given immediate notice of 

upcoming contests and competitions. 

 

Just the same, you should subscribe to your favorite vendors product and news feed so that you 

can receive alerts whenever they are ready to roll out a new product or launch an affiliate 

competition.  

 

You can find the subscription link on every vendor’s profile page as shown below: 
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Make More Money From Every Campaign 

One of the easiest ways to jack up sales and 

stand out from the crowd is to offer auxiliary 

components and bonus products to those who 

purchase through your JVZoo affiliate link. 

 

Everyone loves freebies and so by offering 

bonus products that are valuable and 

exclusively available through your affiliate link 

you are instantly able to beef up the value of the entire offer - at no extra cost to your customer! 

 

(Not only will this instantly increase conversion rates but people will absolutely love you!  You 

can easily build a trusted brand just by over-delivering value with every product you promote.) 

 

Think about it - if you were going to purchase a product anyway but someone offered you 

something extra, at no cost, just to purchase through their link - why wouldn't you do it?   

 

It's not costing you anything yet you are able to get more bang out of your buck.  Well that's 

exactly why bonus products have always worked so well for affiliates, and always will. It's our 

way of increasing the value of the products we promote even though we have absolutely no part 

of the creation process.   

 

We just add extra goodies to the offer that we know will help the customer and we're good to go! 

 

So, what kind of bonus offers should you offer to potential customers? 

 

It all depends on the type of product you are promoting.  For example if you were promoting a 

product that taught beginners how to get involved in social media, you might offer a bonus 

package that included a "Cheat Sheet of Top Social Media Sites", or a package of twitter 
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backgrounds or Facebook marketing graphics. As long as your bonus is themed to what the 

main product is about and extends the value in some way, it's bound to be a hot seller. 

 

The cool thing about JVZoo is that they also offer instant bonus fulfillment so that you never 

have to worry about making sure bonus products are delivered to customers!   

 

Just fill in a simple form that includes the product title, bonus name, URL (or you can upload the 

bonus package to JVZoo's servers) and it's set to go!  JVZoo will automatically deliver it with 

every successful sale. Talk about true automation and simplicity!  Even total newbies can 

become heavy-hitters in the affiliate arena just by taking advantage of the many options 

available to them through JVZoo. 

 

And aside from simplifying things, JVZoo will also save you money by offering to host the 

products for you! 
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The Ultimate Handshake 

 

Once you've secured your place in the affiliate 

marketing arena by doing the necessary footwork 

such as establishing a reputation for honesty and 

value and promoting the heck out of people's 

products, it's likely that you're going to end up on the 

radar of countless marketer's and product developers.  

When this happens, you'll be given the unique 

opportunity to join forces with some of the most recognized merchants online! 

 

It truly is the ultimate handshake because once you've begun to show up on the "Who's Who" 

list in the affiliate marketing arena you'll open unlimited doors and be given instant access to 

countless opportunities to network and partner up with the best of the best.   

 

This is also a great time to begin building your very own affiliate army who can promote your 

products! 

 

You want to align with the strongest force in your market and you can easily do this by 

identifying the top 5-10 key players and becoming part of their circle.  

 

And how do you do this? 

 

By becoming their #1 affiliate!  What better way to get their attention than by sending them a 

massive swarm of fresh, new customers? Create an entire campaign around a leading marketer 

in your niche and do everything possible to promote their very best products.   
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Set up landing pages, build content pages around their products, set up a quick review page on 

Squidoo.com to generate quick traffic through your links and generate as much exposure as 

possible through multiple channels. 

 

This might include: 

 

 Forum marketing 

 Solo ads & ad swaps 

 Newsletter/Ezine advertising 

 Social media  

 Email marketing (if you already have a list) 

 

That's the key to being able to approach JV partners when it comes time to launch your own 

product within JVZoo or from your own website. Even if they don't personally know you, they'll 

be able to RECOGNIZE you instantly.  

 

Begin by choosing 2-3 vendors to promote. Then, create campaigns around their hottest-selling 

products.  Create bonus offers to entice potential customers to purchase through your affiliate 

link and launch a full-scale marketing campaign that includes social media (Twitter, Facebook, 

Pinterest, etc), run solo ads, create an email list through www.Safe-Swaps.com and through 

forums and community sites.   

 

The more effort you put into driving in new customers, the easier it will be to build a long-term 

business of your own because not only will you make money from the offers you promote but 

you’ll put yourself in a position of being able to call on the gurus to promote your products in 

return! 
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Once you’ve proven that you can bring in customers, you’ll be in the position of reaping the 

many rewards that come to successful affiliates, including: 

 

- Receiving review copies of hot selling products. 

- Being notified before public launch (giving you the opportunity to set up your 

campaigns long before launch day!) 

- Being offered a higher commission. 

- Receiving private invitations into group events and joint venture partnerships. 

- Network opportunities with leading merchants. 

- And much more! 

 

So get out there and start promoting reputable vendors and marketers!  It’s never been easier to 

build your affiliate business than it is today and JVZoo has made it even easier. 

 

To your long-term success, 
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Learn internet marketing from A to Z. 
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Resources: 

1- FREE! Learn internet marketing from A to Z. Get HUGE downloads! 

http://TopMoneyMakersInnerCircle.com 

2- FREE! 107 Pages PDF Report. Download it Now. 

http://www.drhilal.com/drhilalebook 

3- Get 2,100 optin leads every month. Guaranteed! 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/organic.html 

4- Learn how to make $1,575.90 - $2,556.80 Per DAY in easy steps. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/gsniper.html 

5- Let other people build your list on autopilot and make you much money. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/hfs.html 

6- BIG guys only! Want to make $20,000 per customer? 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/mlr.html 

7- Brand new buziness opportunity in pre-launch. Get it as soon as you can. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/daoptin.html 
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